
2 Hotel Trends That Are Transforming the Guest Experience 

Simple ways to use cognitive capabilities to enhance guest experience 

 

In popular culture the phrase, “Pleasure to welcome you again, Mister Bond,” was associated with a 

hotel knowing the guest and offering exceptional service. What we are now finding is that personal 

connection is only the start of mastering the hotel guest experience.  

Today’s next-generation hotel guests have little reservations providing personal information via a variety 

of channels such as at booking and check in. They understand that it could lead to a highly customized, 

personal guest experience—but in most cases does it? 

Unfortunately, the issue hoteliers are facing is how to make sense of the data and apply those insights 

to situational nuances. We recently explored this topic in our report, Next-gen hotel guests have 

checked in: The changing guest experience. Our research showed that for hotels competing in this 

dynamic landscape, the path forward involves the intersection of two key themes: embracing cognitive 

capabilities and developing a partnership ecosystem. I will cover these topics now.  

Embracing cognitive capabilities 

Cognitive capabilities combine big data technologies with cognitive computing. Together they extract 

insight from data that previously went unused or under-used. Hotels that employ cognitive capabilities 

have greater insight into how to enhance the guest experience. For hotels, there are three main 

categories of cognitive capabilities: robotics and cognitive automation, insights, and engagement. 

Robotics and cognitive automation:  

Robotics and cognitive automation help facilitate repeatable tasks. Automation frees up hotel teams to 

engage guests by delivering meaningful recommendations based on guest-specific insights. For example, 

consider the laborious task of blocking rooms. Using automation, we can allow a trained machine to 

take on this task with confidence and free up the front desk agent to proactively reach out to arriving 

guests to ensure their every need is met. 

Cognitive insights: 

This is a more analytical side of cognition. Instead of outdated reviews and guest notes, we use various 

sources such as social media, loyalty programs, and other means, to uncover guest patterns. This puts 

the analytics to work to find the “aha” insights and allows the hotel to focus on consuming and 

executing on them. All of this information is fed to frontline personnel on a device or screen when the 

guest is standing in front of him or her. 

Cognitive engagement: 

Today, intelligent agents and avatars can deliver mass consumer personalization at scale. The result is 

smarter, more relevant insights that amplify an end user’s experience. For example, a hotel may use this 

approach to generate personalized recommendations to guests and deploy digital assistants to interact 

with them—turning former nuisances, such as food delivery, parcel receipt, or check-in, into 

streamlined, even pleasurable experiences. 



The partnership ecosystem 

Our survey found that 85 percent of guests used digital devices during at least some part of a hotel visit 

and 41 percent used their devices to stream entertainment while they were there. Yesterday’s guests 

might have relied on the concierge to help select restaurants, or the doorman to help find a taxi. Many 

of today’s guests rely on their mobile device to self-create experiences that involve the hotel but do not 

begin and end with what the hotel offers.  

By partnering with preferred vendors, hotels can use new business relationships and mobile technology 

to offer their guests a localized experience with the customization and control they are looking for. For 

example, the hotel might partner with a dining app that captures the guest’s dining history and 

preferences, or an app that allows hotel guests to take fitness classes at a neighborhood studio. 

This partnership ecosystem has benefits for all types of hotels as it helps them provide the experience 

guests want while reducing hotels’ total cost to serve. 

Thriving in an ever-changing marketplace  

Strategies that hotels use to connect with guests must evolve as dynamically as their guests. Deciding 

what changes to make is what will ultimately set brands apart from the rest—with an artful combination 

of human and artificial intelligence to create authentic, anticipatory experiences guests don't even 

realize they want today. 

To learn more, read our report, Next-gen hotel guests have checked in: The changing guest experience. 

And please continue the conversation by commenting below or contacting me directly. 
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